Vision and Intent: The curriculum for the Arts is delivered through a variety of themes and topics in order to develop students' understanding, enjoyment, appreciation and skills of the Creative Arts. Our Creative Curriculum will provide every student with a high quality and inclusive Arts education. The Arts are a means through which every
student can realise their potential. The Arts in education provide safe environments, in which our students can understand and celebrate what it means to be a young person growing up in the twenty-first century. The Arts enable students to develop their self awareness and grow in self esteem. The Creative Arts will both complement and
develop the ethos of our College community, qualities of empathy with others, sensitivity and tolerance-qualities central to the ethos of St Mary’s Catholic College. Our department strives to ensure each student, at each key stage, is given the opportunity to respond creatively and imaginatively to tasks across a range of disciplines. We
encourage students to hone their existing skills and begin to develop a love of working with mixed media approaches to making, good technical skills and a creative outlook to problem solving in the subject. Projects are planned to cover Social issues, world events and cultures from around the world, movements in art; including traditional and
contemporary artists and themselves. Portfolios are used extensively for homework and class work, these are an important resource for the students and they are encouraged to develop them in a creative and expressive way, by including drawings, ideas, notes and research on artists. We build upon the technical skills in Art and Design and the
creativity and imagination of the students that have been established at Key Stage 2.
We do this by following three units across the year, one per term and two carousel projects at KS3. Within the units we aim to develop a variety of skills including drawing, painting, 3d, ceramic, printing & textile. The Art department's KS4 programme of study develops independent working.
Students selecting GCSE Art & Design will be given many opportunities to develop their skills and ideas through a variety of media and materials and Artist studied. We equip pupils with appropriate skills, students will encounter more specialised use of materials and including Acrylic/gouache painting, ceramic, Machine skills & fashion garment
construction, printing process, photographic elements and Photoshop. While also giving them the freedom to realise their personal intentions. They will be encouraged to have an adventurous and creative approach to the set themes or topics, alongside developing an understanding of the visual arts to build an exciting and varied portfolio over
year ten and first term of year eleven.
Sketchbooks are used extensively for homework and class work, these are an important resource for the students and they are encouraged to develop them in a creative and expressive way, by including drawings, ideas, notes and research on artists. Key stage 5 About the course: We offer A-LEVEL
Art and Design course at St Mary's introduces students to a variety of experiences in Fine Art, exploring a wide range of media in excellent practical studio facilities. Fine Art promotes a creative and experimental approach using a wide range of media including painting, print, mixed media and digital imagery. Observational drawing underpins all
Fine Art practice and is seen as an essential requirement of the course.
Creativity and practice is supported by gallery visits and master classes with universities and colleges. Local artists and past students also provide a network of support through lectures and demonstrations.
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Pupils will know:
legend.
The key features a of creating a portrait and applying them to a contemporary portrait style Rah Crawford. How to
observe and record facial features accurately.
Pupils will be able to:
Investigate how artists draw inspiration and create ideas as well as exploring how to show symbolism & meaning to
other through images.
Create a portrait in the style of Rah Crawford based on starting point legend.
Apply portrait techniques and observational drawing to their heros portrait in the style of Rah Crawford
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Pupils will be able to:
Respond to their self chosen question by presenting Artist research, artist and experiment exploration and gathering
primary stimulus to response in the form of a 2d or 3d outcome to their theme.
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Pupils will know:
How to successfully apply their own designs and experimentations to develop an outcome for their Component one self
choice project and explore each of the units objectives A01,A02,A03 & A04 successfully
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Pupils will be able to:
Identify a range of patterns from historical to cultural to embed within their final outcome research range of patterns
from historical to cultural art & textiles
Understand how Artist Yinka Shonibare and Alfredo Arreguín have incorporated pattern in their practice
Create a silhouette self portrait inspired by victorian shadow portrait and contemporary artist cindi rose incorporating
silhouette & pattern
Theme: Legends
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Pupils will be able to: Create mini responses to each Element & principle as an introduction To art craft and design
focussing on line and gestural mark making.
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Pupils will know:
How to identify a range of patterns from historical to cultural. For example, William Morris’ wall paper designs and
Islamic ceramic tiles.
Research range of patterns from historical to cultural art & textiles
Understand how Artist Yinka Shonibare and Alfredo Arreguín have incorporated pattern in their practice
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Pupils will know:
outcome.
What Day Of the dead is and Symbolism found in D.O.T.D ART How to develop and apply Clay to create a 3d
response/sculpture to D.O.T.D.
Pupils will be able to:
Present images and information regarding Mexico's Catholic cultural celebration Day Of The Dead festival.
Record skull and D.O.T.D Sugar skull from primary & secondary sources using line.
Develop, select and apply Clay relief and mark making techniques to create a series of mini outcomes to create a Clay
outcome.
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Pupils will know:
How to explore the elements and principles of art and meet all objectives focusing on pupils individual chosen theme.
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Pupils will know:

Pupils will know:
How to explore the theme rebellion within Art and explore artists who have taken inspiration from rebellion including
BLM and current events
To understand the impact that Art can have upon our society and its values.

Pupils will be able to: annotate and make links between their illustration and social injustices that matter to them.
Design and create a illustration inspired by Rebellion design and create a illustration inspired by Rebellion "what would
they rebel" pupils will explore painting & mixing skills to create a poster to raise awareness of their choice of topic.
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Pupils will know: How to respond to external exam brief.
Pupils will be able to: Develop a final outcome ( 10 hrs exam) creating a body of work supporting their final outcome
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Pupils will know:
How to develop and apply Clay and key terminology. How the face is proportioned;
how to observe facial features accurately;
how to create a successful self portrait;
Pupils will be able to:
be able to create an observation drawing of a face.;
be able to understand facial proportion/ratio; Research Surreal Artist who explore faces
select and apply Clay relief and mark making techniques to create a Surreal Ugly mug
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Theme: Unit 1; Portraiture
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Pupils will know:
how to develop and experiment with a variety of media skills
how to develop mark making/line techniques (A02)
Pupils will be able to:
reflectively record (A03)
compare, contrast and discuss Artists (A01).
explore my own design ideas (A04)
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Pupils will know: The key features of creating a portrait and applying them to a
portrait.
Pupils will be able to: Apply portrait techniques and observational drawing to create
a self portrait exploring identity, distortion, pattern, colour

Theme: COMPONENT 2: Exam question EDUQAS- Research & Artist analysis, compare & contrast
Theme: unit 1- creating portfolio
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Pupils will know: how to make connections between portraiture art and their own concepts
Pupils will be able to: create a final self portrait outcome

complete
component 2
document

Pupils will know: How to apply skills and techniques in response to their chosen exam question
Pupils will be able to: Create a final outcome during an assessed 10 hour exam and hand in work to
support the development of their ideas.

Pupils will know:
What is a digital portfolio
Pupils will be able to
Refine and strengthen any objectives or artwork
Present a purposeful collection of work demonstrating the efforts, progress, growth,
and achievement.
Collection gather items for portfolios purpose, audience and future use reflect
statements about the significance of each item
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Theme; Portraiture
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Theme: COMPONENT 1: Individual project experiment , mockup and outcome

Theme: COMPONENT 2: Exam question EDUQAS- Research & Artist analysis, compare & contrast

Theme: COMPONENT 2: Exam question EDUQAS- Research & Artist analysis, compare & contrast

Theme: unit 1- creating portfolio

Pupils will know:
The assessment requirements and criteria for component 1 Individual theme project
How to respond to a self chosen brief
How to successfully apply their own designs and experimentations to develop an outcome for their Component one self
choice project and explore each of the units objectives
Pupils will be able to:
respond to their self chosen question by presenting Artist research, artist and experiment exploration and gathering
primary stimulus to response in the form of a 2d or 3d outcome to their theme.
Respond to A01,A02,A03 successfully
Explore chosen theme by presenting Artist research, artist and experiment exploration and gathering primary stimulus
to response in the form of a 2d or 3d outcome to their theme.

Final outcome
evaluation

Pupils will know:
The assessment requirements and criteria for component 1
How to respond to self chosen topic successfully
How to use feedback to refine and improve their own work.
Explore chosen theme by presenting Artist research, artist and experiment exploration and gathering primary stimulus
to response in the form of a 2d or 3d outcome to their theme.
Pupils will be able to
Reflect critically upon the success of their experiments
respond to their self chosen question by presenting a variety of techniques, exploration and refine experiments to
respond in the form of a 2d or 3d outcome to their theme."
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Pupils will know:
The assessment requirements and criteria for component 2 external assessment
How to respond to external exam brief
How to develop a concept through exploration of media
Complete written requirements of the external unit
Pupils will be able to:
Develop and refine ideas in response to a Exam paper
Complete concept, artist research
compare and contrast artists linked to theme
document and gather primary photos that will be used towards developing final designs.
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Pupils will be able to:
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Pupils will be able to:
Present their final outcome in response to portfolio building
Evaluate the development process and outcome final outcome in response to a brief.

design mock up design mock up design mock up Exam 15 hours- Review unit 1
1 & concept
2 & concept
3 large scale
final outcome work- revisit
annotation
annotation
objectives

Pupils will know:
How to successfully apply their own designs and experimentations to develop an outcome for their
Component two exam question and explore each of the units objectives A01,A02,A03
How to apply skills and techniques to developing a concept.
How to present a final outcome in response to external exam brief A04
Pupils will be able to:
Present their final outcome in response to external brief
Evaluate the development process and outcome final outcome in response to a brief.
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Pupils will know:
What Day Of the dead is and Symbolism found in D.O.T.D ART
How to develop and apply relief print techniques to create a printed response to D.O.T.D.
Pupils will be able to: Present images and information regarding Mexico's Catholic cultural celebration Day Of The Dead festival.
Record skull and D.O.T.D Sugar skull from primary & secondary sources using line.
Develop, select and apply relief print and mark making techniques to create a series of prints.

Theme: COMPONENT 1: Individual project theme, artist research and analysis
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Pupils will know: The key features of creating a portrait and applying them to a portrait.
Pupils will know:
Pupils will be able to: Apply portrait techniques and observational drawing to create a self
Howportrait
to successfully
exploringapply
identity,
theirdistortion,
own designs
pattern,
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colour
to develop an outcome for mini
projectquestion and explore each of the units objectives A01,A02,A03 How to apply skills and
techniques to developing a concept.
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Theme: Day of the dead Printing project
facial feature
worksheet

Pupils will know:
How to explore the elements and principles of art focusing on identity & vanitas inspired or art
movement inspired photography
Pupils will be able to:
explore a range of photography techniques
Present their practical exploration through a series of primary photography
apply digital manipulation to photographs through photoshop, pixlr E and SNAPSEED
to create a final print

developing and developing and developing and create mini
Develop final
refining
refining
refining
mockup of final outcome
experiments
experiments
experiments
design/outcom
e

Lesson 5

Annotate a
piece of cultural
work using
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vocabulary to
give opinion.

Pupils will be able to:
Understand the issues faced by illegal trade
Explore Mark Making and pattern techniques
Work collaboratively to create a 3d bird sculpture display to raise awareness
Make a positive change for the future

Pupils will know:
How to explore the elements and principles of art focusing on Photography and printing
The difference between print methods
Pupils will be able to:
explore a range of print techniques
Present their practical exploration through a series of relief prints inspired by Architecture and primary photographs
to create a print inspired outcome exploring Architecture

recording
primary
observations
through
experiments

Lesson 4

Pupils will know:
The problems faced by the indonesian Song BIrd illegal trade and what we can do to stop these birds becoming extinct.

Pupils will know:
How to
explore the elements and principles of art focusing on the theme Natural form vs manmade or Ageing, old and new,
decay and change
Explore different clay techniques;
coil, slab, texture, underglazing
Pupils will be able to: Present their
practical exploration through objectives A01,02,03,04

researching & contextual
creative
exploring
understanding experiments
artists linked to and compare & using
chosen theme contrast
primary/secon
dary research
as starting
point

Lesson 3

Record facts
Investigate
and opinions
different shapes
regarding the
and forms found
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different
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a visual mind
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Theme: Theme: Birds of paradise collaborative clay sculpture
Exploring
exploring
pattern/habitat zentangle
found in Daniel pattern
Mackie's workdrawing task

"Pupils will know: what the Elements and principles of art consist of and how these link into the art objectives A01,A02,
A03,A04
Pupils will be able to: Create mini responses to each Element & principle as an introduction To art craft and design.

introduction to mind mapping
art objectives
self chosen
a01,a02,a03 & theme and
a04 and how to initial research
succeed in art
gcse

Lesson 2

Pupils will know:
from different cultures
series of studies in a variety of media techniques to record
Identify and demonstrate the formal elements of Art
Cultural masks
3d clay relief to my final culture inspired outcome

Pupils will be able to: Discuss the impact on local Nature/environment.
Make connections between artist and historical inspiration Explore illustration that conveys a message.
Develop empathy and challenge the world in which they live
Understand how small changes can make a big difference.
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inspired by
Pupils will know:
the world
conflict and
How to explore connections between the theme conflict and artist who have been inspired by conflict and world
world events.
events.

Theme : Component 1: portfolio building Architectural print
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Lesson 14

What conservation means & what we can do as a community to protect our wildlife and environment.

Theme: Conflict

Pupils will be
Pupils will be able to:
able to: Create
Create a outcome inspired by Street artist Banksy mixing illustration and stencil/spray paint towards a collaborative
a outcome
exhibit exploring historical & current Conflict within society.
inspired by
Create a outcome inspired by Street artist Banksy mixing illustration and stencil/spray paint.Collaborate to create a Art
Street artist
exhibit/display exploring historical & current Conflict within society
Banksy mixing
illustration and
stencil/spray
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Daniel Mackie
transcription
task- applying
colour and
value

Pupils will be able to:
Present their practical exploration through objectives starting with creative exploration and experimentation leading to
the development of a final outcome in either painting, mixed media, print, clay or textiles.

Theme: Natural form vs manmade inspired Clay Component 1; A01,A02,A03 & A04

explore colour

Lesson 13

Theme: Cultural Mask

Theme: Change
research page
on Courtney
matteson

Dt and Art Carousel project 2

Lesson 4

Theme: treats 3d oversized sculpture

Pupils will know:
Investigate different shapes and forms found in Sweets and junk food from secondary and primary sources, applying mixed media to observations.
How to connect and make links between primary observations, artists to inspire a sweet/treat design.
- be able to identify and demonstrate the formal elements of Art; how to use the seven elements of art to create a successful observational 3d sculpture study.
Pupils will be able to:Make connections between artists and own exploratory work
Compare, contrast and critique work using key art vocabulary to give opinion.
Understand how to apply different techniques with paint, select and experiment with a variety of processes in order to progress your work

Pupils will be able to: Apply colour, shape & Rhythm to a design inspired by Sonia Delaney
Present their practical exploration through a series of experiments inspired by Female Artist Sonia Delaunay
Create a 3d relief artwork inspired outcome exploring the elements & principles of Art

Year 12

Lesson 3

contextual
local
refine a
studies
architecture in landmark in
hundertwasser hundertwasser hundertwasser
research task style
style oil pastel
study

Pupils will know:
About Street Art movement and its connection to raising awareness of important issues in our society.
How to connect their design to artists who explore the concept of rebellion
Pupils will be able to:
Create a Eye inspired outcome based on their experiences of the world around them and what they see and want to
change.
Understand how to use value and tone in a drawing.

"Harmony"
Intro to sonia
sonia delaunay drawing to
design to build build/construct build and
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Pupils will know: How to make links between artist Sonia Delaney and the elements & principles of Art
mindmap
How to explore the elements and principles of art focusing on harmony through the medium of paint and print

Year 11

what is
community?
mindmap
looking at art
inspired by
community

Pupils will know:
About Artist Hundertwasser and his beliefs around community and how to apply his style to their own design/outcome
Select and present research on artist hundertwasser and his beliefs around community.
Pupils will be able to:
Apply Relief Print knowledge and colour theory to create a print inspired by local buildings/landmarks
Select and present research on artist Hundertwasser and his beliefs around community.
Explore line drawing of local landmarks and building important in the local community

clay coral reef
outcome- this
is collaborative
so all the
pieces come
together to
create coral
reef- some left
some
How to develop and apply Clay to create a 3d response to Our Ocean to create a clay Courtney Matteson bleached
inspired Coral
will be glazedreef/sea sculpture
evaluation
Pupils will be able to:
Develop, select and apply Clay relief and mark making techniques to create a series of mini outcomes to create a mixedmedia clay sculptures of coral reefs in order to raise awareness of the environmental impact our actions are having on
the oceans, in particular the issues surrounding plastic waste. the focus for the project was highlighting the UN
Sustainable Development Goal 14, Life Under Water.

Year 10

Lesson 2

Theme: Community

Pupils will know:
About Pop art Movement Identify and describe the key elements of pop art. Practically apply art techniques
(observational drawing, colour blending, collage, paint)
explore their identity and will select a different image in each box that connects to their "pop culture"
Pupils will be able to:
Practically apply art techniques (observational drawing, colour blending, collage, paint ) to create a pop art inspired
collage. exploring their identity and will select a different image in each box that connects to their "pop culture" and
interests and assembling them into a collaborative grid inspired by "pop artist"Peter Blake

"Change"
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Year 9

Lesson 1
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create digital
portfolio

complete
written
component 1

complete
component 2
document

Pupils will know:
What is a digital portfolio
Pupils will be able to:
Refine and strengthen any objectives or artwork
Present a purposeful collection of work demonstrating the efforts, progress, growth,
and achievement.
Collection gather items for portfolios purpose, audience and future use
reflect statements about the significance of each item
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